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Providing insurance companies with a 
nationwide resource for restoring  textile 

contents at a fraction of the cost to replace.

24-Hour Claim assignment 866-897-CRDN (2736) or CRDN.CA

CRDN offers on-site inventory, pick-up 
and delivery, long-term storage and a 

RESTORE OR FREE guarantee.

CrDn of greater ottawa
Locally at 613-746-4442

Clothing and shoes
Draperies, Curtains & Blinds

leather, suede & Fur

613-505-5278
819-213-0314

sylvain@nettoyeurst-louis.com
ottawa@textilesolution.ca

24H emergency
service

       CERTIFIED RESTORATION SPECIALISTS                                        
          Serving Ottawa Since 1989                  

         613 888 749 8191  
               
                       info@novatechdki.com   www.novatechdki.com   2540 Sheffield Rd. Ottawa ON K1B 3V7  
                        WATER FIRE & SMOKE DAMAGE / MOULD & ASBESTOS REMEDIATION / COMPLETE         
                      CONTENT CLEANING & STORAGE      TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
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 Crawford & Company
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2018-2019 OTTAWA CHAPTER
E X E C U T I V E

OVAA Newsletter 

Publication Deadlines
If you have a submission for the newsletter, please advise the editor 
ASAP so space can be reserved. The actual submission content 
(articles, advertising changes, etc.) must then be received by the 
following dates:

Newsletter Issue  .......................................... Submission Deadline
February 2019 ......................................................... January 15, 2019

IN THIS ISSUE:
President’s Pen / Rep’s Ramblings  .............................................................. 7

Calendar Of Upcoming Events .....................................................................  8

Fraud Can Cost You: Middle Market Findings and How to 
Recover Losses   ....................................................................... 6, 12, 13, 25

Residential Oil Spills A Messy Business  ................................... 27, 30, 31, 32

If you have an article that will
Enlighten, Educate or Entertain, 

kindly contact a member of the OVAA Executive 
(See page 1 for Contact Info) for submission 

guidelines and publication deadlines.

PO Box 30034 Greenbank North PO
Ottawa, On K2H 1A3

Ottawa Valley
Adjusters Association
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Conar Marcoux, BA & CIP 
613 564 7184

of
INSPECTION
CLEANING

and
RESTORATION

®

CERTIFICATION

INSTITUTE

Disaster Restoration Services for 
Residential and Commercial Property

Tel: 613-932-5326         Fax: 613-933-0897

• Fire and Smoke

• Water and Sewer

• Wind and Storm

• Mould/Asbestos Remediation

• Reconstruction

• Building and Contents Cleaning

• Dry Ice Blasting

P.O. Box 1042, Cornwall, Ontario  K6H 5V1

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY

SERVICE

www.clean-all.comwww.clean-all.com
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Ottawa 
613-366-1000

Steven/Carolyne OʼReilly

Cornwall
613-932-0200

Steven/Carolyne OʼReilly

WE’RE COMING THROUGH FOR YOU!

24 Hr Emergency Service • 35 yrs experience
IN FIRE, WATER, WIND & SMOKE DAMAGE

Belleville
613-961-5183
Steven Norlock

Kingston
613-542-0000

Vince Brine

Pembroke/Renfrew
613-732-9874

Kevin Boire

Lanark/Smiths Falls
613-283-6151

Glenn & Melanie Kerr
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FRAUD CAN COST YOU: MIDDLE MARKET 
FINDINGS AND HOW TO RECOVER LOSSES 
WRITTEN BY JEAN-CHARLES PLANTE

The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 
has released the 2018 Report to the Nations, Global 
Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse, which 
reviewed a total of 2,609 cases – representing 125 
countries and 23 industry categories –and unveiled 
over seven billion dollars in fraud losses. In Canada, 
median losses were almost double those in the 
United States, with smaller businesses losing a 
median of twice as much per scheme.

In this article, we share the key findings of the ACFE 
report including red flags and how middle market 
companies in Canada can protect their firms and 
minimize losses. We also discuss how a company 
can recover losses through insurance.

Occupational fraud costs

Globally, the total losses reported in the ACFE 
Report exceeded 7.1 billion USD.  Some cases were 
not reported for confidentiality purposes and thus 
the actual losses are significantly higher. 

Although there is no break down of the total fraud 
costs in Canada, the median cost due to occupational 
fraud in Canada for the 82 reported cases was 
$200,000, tied for the second largest globally.

An organization’s size has an impact on its 
vulnerability to fraud. Organizations with fewer 
than 100 employees accounted for 28 percent of 
all cases and the highest median loss at $200,000 
USD. Larger organizations with employees over 100 
employees accounted for the remainder of the cases 
and reported median losses under $132,000.

One important take away from the data is that 
weak internal controls are a fraudster’s paradise. In 
firms with fewer than 100 employees, 42 percent 

of fraudulent activity can be attributed to this 
alone.  As such, middle market firms may be able 
to reduce fraud by tightening internal controls and 
identifying key anti-fraud controls.  The remaining 
key contributors to fraud include:

• Override of existing controls;
• Lack of management review;
• Poor tone at the top;
• Lack of competent person in oversight roles.

How occupational fraud happens

Occupational fraud occurs mainly via corruption, 
asset misappropriation and financial statement fraud. 
For businesses with fewer than 100 employees, 
corruption remains the most common fraud scheme. 
Corruption and non-cash were the only fraud 
schemes more frequent for larger organizations. 
The frequency of all other fraud schemes reported 
occurred approximately twice as often for small 
businesses.

Frauds for small businesses globally were 
perpetrated more often by an owner/executive 
at 29 percent, compared to 16 percent for larger 
businesses.

 

Continued on page 12
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Happy New Year!!!! 2019 is here at last!! I hope everyone had a wonderful New Year’s celebrating with close friends, family and ringing 

in the New Year together. It is a time to reflect over the past year and look forward to a new and exciting year …. 2019 is going to be an 

amazing year, I can just feel it…. nothing but good times to come!! 2018 was a very busy year!! It seems like we didn’t get a break!!  It was 

one weather event followed by another… followed by another… throughout the year… no time to breathe in between events. Thankfully 

December was quiet which allowed time to get caught up before the holiday season. Hopefully, 2019 will be a little bit quieter so we can 

take time to enjoy more of a work life balance. Fingers crossed!!!

Our next luncheon seminar will take place on January 22, 2019. Frances Shapiro Munn from Nelligan O’Brien Payne LLP will be presenting 

“Can a waiver be a defence to liability, including negligence? Court of Appeal says yes”. Our next seminar will be on February 12, 2019. 

Erin Durant from BLG will be presenting on “Juries in Personal Injury Trials: Considerations, Trends and Concerns”. Alex McCann will be presenting 

on “Large Losses” on March 19, 2019.  Please visit our website for the list of upcoming seminars, speakers, dates, topics and events.

Our Children’s Christmas Party was held at the Midway on the 30th of November. A great time was had by both the children, moms and 

dads. It was a night of family fun, to kick off the holiday season and catch up with people in our industry. A time to share some Christmas 

cheer!! Santa Clause made a special appearance, much to the boys and girls delight, listened to children’s wishes and gave presents to all 

the OVAA boys and girls!!  Thank you so very much to our event sponsors, Helferty’s, Service Master, Paul Davis and Kanellos Consulting. 

Save the date – Past President’s Night March 26, 2019 at the Canadian Tire Centre. Sens VS Boston.  Out of Town Provincial Claims 

Conference – Co-hosted with TIAA – May 2nd and 3rd  2019. Our Annual Golf Tournament at the Meadows will take place on June 27, 2019.

The OIAA Christmas Party will be held at the Westin Hotel on December 12, 2018 and a great time was had by all. There were just under 

1000 people in attendance at the party and once again it was a huge success!! Congratulations to the Christmas party committee!! Great job!!!

The 2019 Claims Conference will take place on January 23rd, at the Metro Toronto Convention Center. Our theme this year is “Future Now”. 

In addition to the Trade Show, from 10:00am to 4:00pm, we will be hosting 9 educational seminars throughout the day at 9:00, 10:30, 

12:30 and 2:00, with a variety of topics that would be of interest to all fields within the claims industry. Register online today. 

Upcoming events for the OIAA – April 11, 2019 Toronto Delegate Elections

Once again, I invite anyone that would like to submit an article for consideration for our magazine and/or the WP, please submit it for review. 

Also, if you are interested in joining our Executive, please send an email to ovaa.ca.

I hope to see everyone soon.

Sincerely,

Cindy Bridge, CIP, CRM

OVAA President/Ottawa Delegate
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K&T Plumbing Inc.

2021 Des Pins, Limoges, Ontario  K0A 2M0

• Fast Response
• Residential and Commercial

• Smoke Tests
• Building Maintenance

• Winterizing Pipes
• Pipe Thawing
• Sump Pumps

• Experience in Property Management
• Great Prices on Fixtures

Service from Arnprior to Cornwall

Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

Tel: 613-748-3187

E-mail: kt.plumbing@yahoo.ca

Calendar of Upcoming Events
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February 2019 FEBRUARY 12, 2019
11:30 (REGISTRATION)

12PM TO 1:30PM (LUNCH AND LEARN)

LUNCH & LEARN “JURIES IN 
PERSONAL INJURY TRIALS: 
CONSIDERATIONS, TRENDS AND 
CONCERNS”

PRESENTED BY ERIN DURANT FROM BLG

COST: MEMBERS $35 / NON-MEMBERS 
$40 (INCLUDES LUNCH AND VALET 
PARKING)

LOCATION: “BLENDED” AT LIV 
APARTMENTS 207 BELL ST N, OTTAWA ON

24/7 Em
ergency - 1-877-324-4402

@
ItechHQ

24/7 Em
ergency - 1-877-324-4402

Dangerous Goods
Emergency Response

Spill Response
Site Remediation

Industrial Services
Vacuum Truck Services

Demolition
Asbestos Abatement
Mould Remediation

Electronics &
Equipment Restoration

ItechEnvironmental.ca  |  ItechElectronics.ca 

Dangerous Goods
Emergency Response

Spill Response
Site Remediation

Industrial Services
Vacuum Truck Services

Demolition
Asbestos Abatement
Mould Remediation

Electronics &
Equipment Restoration
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Experienced and cost-effective 
claims representation throughout 
Ontario and Quebec.

Significant expertise with complex SABS, BI, property  
and casualty claims. We keep our clients informed.

Insurance Defence Group

613-238-8080 or 888-565-9912
nelligan.ca

NOP Insurance Defence Ad OVAA Mag_2.indd   1 8/14/12   1:53:12 PM
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First General Services Eastern Ontario 

has been a proud sponsor of WICC since 2010. We recently took 
our support a step further and painted one of our company 
vehicles pink for a breast cancer awareness campaign in 

collaboration with a local radio station, 1053kissfm . 

The vehicle can be seen on the road in and around Ottawa and 
has drawn a lot of attention. 

We have also promoted the campaign on our Facebook page, 
http://www.facebook.com/FGS.EasternON 

With over 40 o�ces on 5 continents, 30 language fluencies, 18 distinct 

professional designations and a work history that spans more than 

130 countries and 800 industries, we are truly world-class experts 

with a global reach.

To find out how we can help you, contact us today.

Esther A. Young, CPA, CMA, CFF, DIFA

eyoung@mdd.com  |  613.389.3176

VANCOUVER • CALGARY • EDMONTON • WINNIPEG • LONDON

HAMILTON • TORONTO • KINGSTON • MONTREAL • HALIFAX
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EXPERTS IN 
CONSULTING & 
ASSESSMENTS

Evaluations of all losses with 
clear and unbiased reports. 
Mobile service and on-site 
consultation.

LARGE LOSS RECOVERY SPECIALISTS FOR ALL TYPES OF CLAIMS. 
ELECTRONIC and MECHANICAL FAILURES, LIGHTNING CLAIMS, RESTAURANT LOSSES and DATA RECOVERY.

24 Hour Emergency  1-800-465-9473     Send all claims to: claims@relectronic-remech.ca
 Kitchener-Waterloo | Mississauga & GTA | London | Ottawa | Barrie | Hamilton
 800-465-9473 or 519-884-8664  877-282-2252 or 905-672-0947  519-884-8003  613-789-9009  705-737-2002  905-540-4004

Assessments   |   Communications   |   Recommendations

www.relectronic-remech.ca
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FRAUD CAN COST YOU: MIDDLE MARKET 
FINDINGS AND HOW TO RECOVER LOSSES 
WRITTEN BY JEAN-CHARLES PLANTE

In Canada frauds were perpetrated more often by 
an employee at 47% percent, with median losses of 
$156,000, compared to median losses of $600,000 
for an owner or executive.  

Detecting occupational fraud

Between Canada, the United States and the rest 
of the world, the top three methods to detect 
fraud remains consistent: Tips, internal audits and 
management review as follows:

• In Canada, tips identified 32 percent of all cases, 
followed by internal audit at 21 percent and 
management review at 15 percent;

• In the United States, tips uncovered 37 percent of 
all cases, followed by management review at 14 
percent and internal audit at 13 percent;

• Globally, tips detected 40 percent of the cases, 
followed by internal audit 15 percent and 
management review at 13 percent.

Tips can originate internally and externally. Globally, 
the largest internal source for reporting tips is an 
employee, at 53 percent, with the lowest being a 
shareholder or owner at two percent. The largest 
external tip source is a customer at 21 percent, 
followed by a vendor at eight percent and competitor 
at three percent.

Other than these, the study revealed several other 
ways occupational fraud can be detected in Canada, 
including:

• Other;
• Surveillance/monitoring;
• External audit;
• Account reconciliation;
• Document examination;

• By accident;
• IT controls.

Interestingly, for smaller businesses, fraud was less 
detected by tips at 29 percent compared to larger 
organizations at 44 percent.

Perpetrators

Fraudsters who had been with their companies 
longer, tended to steal more. In 24 percent of the 
cases studied, those with a tenure in excess of 10 
years stole $241,000, compared to those who had 
worked for the company between one and five years, 
who accounted for a $100,000 median loss.

Other interesting perpetrator demographics 
included:

• Males commit the most fraud activity
• Perpetrators tend to be between 36 and 45 years 

of age
• Most fraudsters have a university degree

Victim organizations

Globally, occupational fraud tends to strike private 
companies to a greater degree. In the study, 42 
percent of the victim organizations were private firms 
with a median loss of $164,000 while 29 percent 
were publicly traded with a median loss of $117,000.

As noted previously, corruption is the greatest type of 
occupational fraud committed. Below is a highlight of 
those industries most affected by this type of fraud.

• Banking and financial: 36 percent of all cases 
involved corruption, with a median loss of 
$110,000;

Continued on page 13
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FRAUD CAN COST YOU: MIDDLE MARKET 
FINDINGS AND HOW TO RECOVER LOSSES 
WRITTEN BY JEAN-CHARLES PLANTE

• Governments and public administration: 50 
percent of all cases involved corruption, with a 
median loss of $125,000;

• Insurance: 45 percent of fraud was centered 
around corruption, with a median loss of $153,000;

• Construction: 42 percent of the fraud cases 
reported were related to corruption, with a 
median loss of $227,000.

Red flags

There are several ways to spot a fraudster within 
your organization. Since the ACFE began compiling 
this report in 2008, there have been six consistent 
behavioural indicators.

Number one is living beyond one’s means – flashy 
clothes, cars or houses that do not match with the 
individual’s stated income.

Other red flags include a wheeling-dealing attitude 
or the tendency to make unscrupulous business 
decisions, association with a vendor or customer 
that goes beyond professional boundaries, financial 
hardship, a recent breakup or family turmoil, and 
issues with control, including refusing to share 
certain tasks.

How do I protect my firm?

Code of conduct

In 80 percent of the Canadian companies surveyed, 
code of conduct controls were used to deter 
fraud. Globally, this control resulted in a 56 percent 
reduction in the median loss and an 11-month 
reduction in detection.

External audit

External audits of financial statements effectively 
prevent fraud. In Canada, 72 percent of companies 
use external audits to root out fraudulent activities. 
Globally, this control resulted in a 50 percent 
reduction in the median loss and a 12-month 
reduction in detection.

Internal audits

In 71 percent of the Canadian cases, the internal audit 
department effectively monitored and deterred 
occupational fraud. Globally, this control resulted 
in a 46 percent reduction in the median loss and a 
12-month reduction in detection.

Other common anti-fraud controls in Canada 
included the following:

• Employee support programs;
• Management certification of financial statements;
• Independent audit committee;
• Hotlines;
• External audit of internal controls over financial 

reporting;
• Fraud training for managers/executives;
• Fraud training for employees;
• Anti-fraud policy;
• Proactive data monitoring/analysis;
• Formal fraud risk assessments;
• Dedicated fraud department;
• Surprise audit;
• Job rotation/mandatory vacation;
• Rewards for whistle-blowers.

Globally, the above anti-fraud controls reduced the 
median loss of fraud, the strongest of the controls 
being employee support programs (33 percent 

Continued on page 25
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Trust Is Earned.
So Is Experience.

With more than 55 years of 
insurance replacement experience, 
trust Enterprise to deliver personal 

service, quality and value.

©2012 Enterprise Rent-A-Car.   C08245  07.12

       CERTIFIED RESTORATION SPECIALISTS                                        
          Serving Ottawa Since 1989                  

         613 888 749 8191  
               
                       info@novatechdki.com   www.novatechdki.com   2540 Sheffield Rd. Ottawa ON K1B 3V7  
                        WATER FIRE & SMOKE DAMAGE / MOULD & ASBESTOS REMEDIATION / COMPLETE         
                      CONTENT CLEANING & STORAGE      TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
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  Helferty’s Disaster Restoration DKI wins National Large Loss Platinum Project of the year   

                                                            

The award was presented by DKI’s senior vice president Lory Perizzolo, and DKI’s CEO Chris Schmidt to Devlin Helferty at DKI’s annual 
general meeting.  The project was a 46 unit condo building that suffered from fire and water damage where Helferty’s performed 
emergency services to stabilize the building, remove damaged materials and provided structural drying using commercial desiccant 
dehumidifiers. 

Owner Devlin Helferty would like to thank all of his staff for their hard work and dedication to complete this large complex project. 

  

            

Your Large Loss specialist for Commercial Desiccant Drying                                                
        Serving Eastern Ontario and Western Quebec 
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Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation (CASL) came into effect on July 1, 2014 and 

requires that we obtain your express consent to receive any communications 

from us sent after this date. Although we received several responses via email, 

we note that several are still outstanding. As our email blasts are one of the most 

important methods in getting information to our members, we need your help!

Please copy and send this page via email with “I Agree” in the subject line to 

allow us to communicate with you electronically in the future OR with “Disagree” in 

the subject line if you do not wish to receive further email communications. 

These emails can be forwarded to ovadjustersassociation@gmail.com

By agreeing you are consenting to receive electronic messages from the OVAA

(ovadjustersassociation@gmail.com) about the OVAA and its events, etc... 

I understand I have the right to withdraw this consent at anytime by informing 

OVAA, in writing / email that I no longer wish to receive

OVAA-related electronic messages.

 

Please note that on membership expiry / removal from the OIAA membership

Listing, your name will be automatically removed from the OVAA’s email list.

We Want to Stay
Connected with You! 
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24 hour emergency live response - 1.866.736.9222

for more information storm@cdrg.com  or visit us www.cdrg.com

cdrg+RedTeam is an innovative company that specializes in property restoration & 
rebuilding. At the core of our mission lies a commitment to go beyond the principles 
of disaster restoration to become a strategic partner with our clients in the success 
of the projects that we undertake together. We offer outstanding craftsmanship & 
design rebuild that is both accessible and affordable for everyone.

proud member of 
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 STRONE.ca   |   24/7 Emergency - 1-866-992-9983   |          @STRONEHQ

Your Complete Emergency Solution

Document Recovery
& Restoration

Wind Damage

Fire & Smoke Damage Restoration

Commercial Structural Drying24/7 Emergency Response

Flood Response

Coast-to-coast forensic engineering

From Vancouver to Moncton, CEP and Sintra have united, becoming Canada’s 
largest independent forensic engineering firm. Across the country, we now have 
eight locations with experts in every office. Bringing an unparalleled presence, 
our engineers provide technical expertise into insurance-related losses and 
litigation for our clients across every region of the country.

Get to know us at  cep-sintra.ca

Trusted,
east to west

Moncton  I  Quebec City  I  Montreal  I  Ottawa  I  Toronto  I  Edmonton  I  Calgary  I  Vancouver
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Your LARGE LOSS restoration specialist serving Renfrew County and the Pontiac. 

Helferty’s is now equipped with PurAyr Nano deodorizing equipment designed for odor mitigation on large 
loss and residential claims.  

We recently worked on a large smoke damage job at a school where we used our PurAyr treatment to help mitigate the 
smoke odor. 

               

We have also deodorized over a dozen City of Ottawa police cars after a garage fire left their service vehicles unusable until 
we were able to clean, then deodorize them with our PurAyr treatment. 

 

    Call Helferty’s Disaster Restoration DKI for all your LARGE LOSS and residential deodorizing needs. 
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Locally operated by

Smiths Falls | 613 284-9826

Ottawa | 613 443-3330

24/7 Emergency | 1 800 361-0911 | gus.ca

The name you can rely on for all types
of damages, in all sectors.

Kingston | 613 634-1004 

Hawkesbury | 613 632-5553

Iroquois | 613 652-1637

OUR EASTERN ONTARIO LOCATIONS
PDS of Renfrew County
P. 613-732-2335   
RenfrewCounty.pds.ca

PDS of Lanark County
P. 613-253-7500   
Lanark@pds.ca  

PDS of Ottawa
P. 613-822-2734   
Ottawa@pds.ca

PDS of Kingston
P. 613-531-7962   
Kingston@pds.ca

PDS of Brockville 
P. 613-341-8989   
Brockville@pds.ca

PDS of Cornwall
P. 613-936-1818   
Cornwall@pds.ca

united North American network of 
more than 370 Paul Davis locations. 

But our unwavering commitment 
to customer satisfaction has not 
changed at all. It’s as important 
to us now as it was to Mr. Paul 
Davis himself when he created the 

years ago. 

24/7
EMERGENCY

SERVICE

Ad Space Available
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 Halifax • Saint John • New Glasgow • Montreal • Ottawa • Thunder Bay • North Bay • Hamilton • Calgary

®

EFI Global is a full-service Forensic Engineering, 
Fire Investigation, and Environmental Remediation Firm.
A division of Cunningham Lindsey, EFI Global engages technical experts, including scientists, project 
managers, and engineers to sites across Canada. With experts in virtually every respective field, we can 
serve as a single source for all of your engineering, fire investigation and environmental needs. Whether 
your project requires a simple evaluation or an exhaustive investigation, we pride ourselves on delivering 
the same quick response, in-depth analysis and timely reporting for each project.

24/7 Response
EFI Global provides emergency response 24 hours a day seven days a week through our toll free 
Spill Line 1-866-530-4086, accessible from any of our 9 hub locations across Canada.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
REMEDIATION

FORENSIC 
ENGINEERING

FIRE
INVESTIGATION

Scientific
     Solutions

In the Ottawa area contact:
Bob Harrison BA, FRM, FCIP, CFEI
Regional Manager, (613) 728-9453
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613-822-2734

Paul Davis is currently looking for talented individuals in your area.

ABOUT PAUL DAVIS
Paul Davis provides professional residential 
and commercial emergency restoration 
services for disasters of all sizes. From 
water and flood damage, to fire damage 
and mold remediation, Paul Davis franchise 
professionals are available 24/7 to clean 
up and repair damage to residential and 
commercial property. 

Founded in 1966, Paul Davis is a rapidly-
growing network of more than 350 
independently-owned and operated 
franchises in the United States and 
Canada. Our headquarters are located 
in Jacksonville, Florida, as is our IICRC-
approved National Training Center.

OPPORTUNITIES EXIST FOR:
• Mitigation Technicians
• Project Supervisors
• Project Managers
• Project Estimators
• Sales
• Quality Assurance
• Accounting
• Administrative

Paul Davis Restoration, Inc. is an  
Equal Opportunity Employer.

WE ARE... PAUL DAVIS!

For more information pleases visit pauldavis.ca/ottawa

This Is No Time For Second Best®
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Sponsorship Info

KO in the Capital

A

2019 Claims Conference 
May 2-3, 2019 

Shaw Centre, Ottawa

KOK
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A

Fly Weight 
$1,750 

Heavy Weight 
$5,000 

Includes one free pass to event

Prize Fighter 
$10,000 

4 passes to the event

**Prize Fighter and Heavy Weight also includes all 
additional sponsor features from Fly Weight category**

For info on securing a sponsorship spot, and other inquiries 
please contact oiaa2019.ko@gmail.com

( (

1 Available 
Marquee sponsor of 

trade show and trade 
show entertainment 

Logo at all events  
Official sponsor of 
keynote speaker 

Headlining signage at 
trade show and 

booth 
Logo on swag bag 

Choose from 13 Heavyweight 
Sponsorship Opportunities Available


WINE AT DINNER (FRIDAY)

COMPANY NAME ON LANYARD


FRIDAY DINNER

FRIDAY LUNCH


MUSIC SPONSOR

GUEST SPEAKER AT LUNCH


COCKTAIL HOUR ON FRIDAY

MIX AND MINGLE ON THURSDAY


LOGO ON WATER BOTTLES

CHARGING STATION


SWAG BAGS

2 COFFEE BREAKS ON FRIDAY


FRIDAY BREAKFAST 

Logo on OIAA, OVAA and 
TIAA websites 
Logo on event website 
Logo rotating on screen at 
events 
Logo at registration  
Logo on related event 
publications

SEVERAL FLY WEIGHT 
SPONSORHIPS SOLD 
ONLY 14 
OPPORTUNITIES LEFT 
AVAILABLE 
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FRAUD CAN COST YOU: MIDDLE MARKET 
FINDINGS AND HOW TO RECOVER LOSSES 
WRITTEN BY JEAN-CHARLES PLANTE

reduction) and proactive data monitoring (58 percent 
reduction).. Furthermore, they resulted in a reduction 
in the time to detect fraud by between 6 months and 
12 months.

Smaller companies may not have the means to 
dedicate an entire department to monitoring fraud 
internally, yet several of the above noted anti-fraud 
controls can be inexpensive.

Minimize losses

Middle market and small firms can take steps to 
reduce the risk of fraud within their ranks. Minimize 
losses by maintaining policies and internal controls, 
including management review, surveillance and 
account reconciliation. These plus the previously 
highlighted activities will help to deter fraud as well as 
uncover it quickly. The longer a fraud goes unnoticed, 
the more money drains out of the company.

Other protective steps organizations can take 
include implementing an internal audit department, 
conducting fraud training, performing formal fraud 
risk assessments, and dedicating a department 
or team to the prevention of fraud. In the case 
where middle market businesses may not have the 
resources and capacity to create such a dedicated 
team internally, independent advisors can support 
the organization and report issues to management 
or an appointed senior employee.

Recovering Losses

All firms may be able to recover losses if they have 
the appropriate insurance coverage and policy 
amounts.  For example, an owner of a company may 
not be able to recover losses that he himself stole, 
but an owner may be able to recover losses from a 

fraudulent employee. 

Some types of insurance coverage include: crime, 
employee dishonesty, fidelity, errors & omissions, 
cyber losses and theft.  It is important to speak 
to a qualified insurance professional such as an 
independent insurance broker who can provide 
guidance on adequate coverage. 

In addition to having the right type of coverage, it is 
also important to consider the amount of coverage. 
However, losses that exceed the maximum amount 
stated in the policy are not recoverable through 
insurance.  Unfortunately, the cost of purchasing 
the additional amount of coverage would have 
been minimal over the long term and would have 
resulted in recovering significantly more losses.  A 
preferred insurance advisor can support businesses 
in determining the appropriate amount of coverage.

In order to recover losses under an insurance policy, 
many insurers require a proof of loss form and a 
report quantifying the losses along with supporting 
documentation.  As such, it is important to retain an 
experienced independent forensic accountant with 
industry experience and knowledge of insurance 
and claims who has assisted policyholders, insurers 
and insurance adjusters to determine and quantify 
the reasonable amount of losses that can be 
supportable for insurance or litigation purposes.

Jean-Charles Plante
Director
RSM Canada Consulting LP
jc.plante@rsmcanada.com
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Has invited you to Dinner and a Game!! 

The Ottawa Chapter of the OIAA  

2019  
Past President’s 

Night 

As a member of the OVAA we are extending you an 
invitation to this year’s Past Presidents Night at the 
Canadian Tire Place.  Cost of your attendance is only $65 
per person. 

With your registration you will receive:   

 

• Soup/Salad/Sandwich Buffet 

• One Admission ticket and seat in the ‘Ledge Lounge’ 
for the March 26th, 2019 hockey game between your 
Ottawa Senators and the Buffalo Sabers. 

 

 

 

Please register online at 
OVAA.CA/Events 
 

Any questions please email 
ovadjustersassociation@gmail.com 

 

Or Call Ryan Reis  

613-567-77008 x56301 
 
 

When:  Tuesday, March 26th, 2019 
Time:  7:30 PM Puck drops 
Where:  Canadian Tire Place 
Cost:  $65/Ticket 
 

***PLEASE Register online or with  RYAN 
REIS(by phone) PRIOR TO March 10th, 2019*** 
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RESIDENTIAL OIL SPILLS A MESSY BUSINESS 
WRITTEN BY DINU MATEI M.SC., P.ENG. CONSULTING FORENSIC ENGINEER

Residential fuel oil spills are a high-risk situation for 
all parties involved: the homeowner, fuel oil supplier,
manufacturer of the oil tank, and seller of the fuel 
burning equipment, to name but a few. Residential 
oil spills

create a major disturbance in the home owner’s life 
and can prove extremely costly. According to the 
IBC, the cost of cleanup after an oil spill is between 
$250,000 and $500,000, but it can even exceed 
$1,000,000.

And of course, oil spills pose a significant threat to 
the environment.

When there is a leak from an oil tank installation, 
time is of the essence. There’s a very short window 
of opportunity in which to document the site and the 
condition of the installation, and to collect all of the 
necessary information, so it’s critical to have a sound 

strategy in place. Because of the complexity of the 
claims, oil spills often involve many stakeholders, 
which increases the possibility that the scene and 
evidence may be compromised. In such a situation, 
the chances for a successful subrogation action 
against the responsible parties could be seriously 
jeopardized. From the moment you are notified of 
an oil spill, you have to act quickly to gather all of 
the appropriate experts to assist you on this claim, 
including a Forensic Engineer.

WHAT IS A RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL SPILL?

In short, a release of heating oil into the environment.
This includes any kind of spill or leak from an oil 
storage tank, oil delivery line or other part of an oil 
heating system, such as the in-line filter and shut off 
valve. However, we will leave oil leaks from burners 
and furnaces for a future article.

COMMON CAUSES OF SPILLS

There are a number of causes that can lead to an
oil spill, including:
• Bottom wall perforation due to internal corrosion
• Installation deficiencies (incorrect slope, 

improper foundation, improperly secured tank)
• Improper, or lack of, annual maintenance
• Manufacturing defects (bad welds, protrusions 

around the outlet port)
• Freezing of water in the in-line fuel filter or fuel 

supply line
• Vent whistle malfunction (indoor installations)
• Corrosion of supporting legs or saddles; tank 

collapse
• Cross-threading of the in-line fuel filter
• Pinched gasket of the in-line fuel filter
• External corrosion
• Vehicular impact
• Objects dropped, or people stepping on the
• in-line filter, shut off valve, or supply line

Continued on page 30
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www.ovaa.ca www.oiaa.ca www.wearetiaa.com     

Registration is Open!!! 

 

Booth Registration: 
Cost: $1300+HST 

 Includes 1 free pay to entire event and a 8x8 booth space 
Registration Login: 
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/ko-in-the-capital-tradeshow-booth-registration-tickets-49622291610 
 

Early bird attendee registration (until Feb28th): 
Cost: $150.00 + HST   

 Includes 2 day pass to tradeshow, educational seminars, all meals and 
social events 

Registration Login:   
https://kointhecapital-registration.eventbrite.ca  

**Cost to rise to $200 after February 28th, 2019** 
 
For additional sponsorship opportunities:   
Please email oiaa2019.ko@gmail.com 
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RESIDENTIAL OIL SPILLS A MESSY BUSINESS 
WRITTEN BY DINU MATEI M.SC., P.ENG. CONSULTING FORENSIC ENGINEER

• Corrosion and wall perforation of abandoned 
underground fuel oil storage tanks

CONSEQUENCES OF RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL SPILLS

Similar to the causes of oil spills, the consequences 
are numerous and varied, with some being more 
common than others. The most pressing and 
farreaching is environmental contamination. Once oil
seeps into the soil it can contaminate groundwater 
and eventually spread to other water sources, 
including creeks and lakes.

Another serious concern is property damage – 
applicable to both outdoor and indoor tanks. As fuel
oil leaks out of the tank, it can contaminate materials
it comes into contact with, such as wood, concrete, 
and drywall – all materials used in residential homes. 
In extreme situations, where the oil has contaminated 
the soil under the foundation, the entire house may 
need to be demolished, and the soil underneath may 
have to undergo remediation.

In the case of indoor installations, the leaked oil 
will also soak into fabrics and textiles it comes 
into contact with, rendering them a complete 
loss. Worse still, fuel oil vapour can spread 
throughout the home, causing adverse health 
effects to the people exposed to it. In one such 
instance, a homeowner was hospitalized with 
severe respiratory issues after spending the 
night capturing leaking oil from his indoor fuel 
oil tank.

There are, of course, also more unusual 
consequences. For example, a case where oil 
spilled from an above-ground fuel oil storage 
tank and contaminated a nearby cemetery. 
In order to commence remediation, an 
archeologist was needed and a massive search 
had to be conducted to locate the descendants 
of the deceased. But regardless of the cause 
and consequences, for home insurers, any 
oil spill recovery is a complicated and lengthy 
procedure.

WHAT TO DO AFTER A RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL 
SPILL

Oil spills are complex investigations involving a 
large number of parties (homeowners, insurance 
companies, adjusters, TSSA inspectors, fuel oil 
suppliers, remediation companies, engineers, 

Continued on page 31
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RESIDENTIAL OIL SPILLS A MESSY BUSINESS 
WRITTEN BY DINU MATEI M.SC., P.ENG. CONSULTING FORENSIC ENGINEER

and most likely, lawyers). Therefore, it’s important 
to have a plan in place so you know exactly what 
to do from the outset. It is paramount to know that 
in Ontario, the handling and storage of fuel oil 
is governed under the Technical Standards and 
Safety Act – Ontario Regulation 213/01 (Fuel Oil 
Regulation) – and currently administered under 
the CSA B139-15 Ontario Installation Code for Oil 
Burning Equipment by the Canadian Standards 
Association. Under provincial regulations, a 
person becoming aware of an oil spill must 
immediately report that spill to Ontario’s Spills 
Action Centre (staffed 24/7; Toll-free: 1-800-
268-6060).

If there is an immediate need to disturb the 
evidence beyond closing the shut off valve, 
installing a spill tray, placing absorbent material 
under the tank, or plugging the vent pipe, Ontario’s 
Spills Action Centre needs to be informed that 
this is an emergency situation and an immediate 
telephone call should be made to the TSSA Fuel 
Safety Program (1-877-682-TSSA (8772)). Under 
no circumstances should the scene be altered 
before a TSSA inspector attends the site and 
provides approval for removing the evidence.

HIRE A FORENSIC ENGINEER

Your next step should be to bring in a Forensic 
Engineer who specializes in oil spills to attend the 
scene, ideally before the site condition has been 
changed by the cleanup crew. In the meantime, 
ask the engineer’s advice on what to document 
and what to preserve. From a legal point of view, 
it is paramount to obtain all relevant documents 
associated with the fuel oil installation from the 
homeowner.

This includes, but is not limited to, correspondence 
with the oil tank seller, invoice for the purchase 

of the tank, installation certificate, inspection 
certificate(s), correspondence with the fuel oil 
supplier, and receipts for oil deliveries.

TAKE LOTS OF PHOTOS

Until the TSSA inspector has attended and 
released the site/evidence, no one can tamper 
with or discard evidence, move or change the 
position of the tank. However, taking photos is 
not considered tampering with the evidence, 
and you should take as many as possible. Ask 
the homeowner to take photos before you 
attend the site, and once you arrive, make sure to 
capture the location of the tank and surrounding
environment, as well as close-ups of the 
leak location, fittings, pipes, legs, underside, 
foundation and manufacturer label. A picture is 
worth a thousand words, and in cases where the 
tank has been removed before an engineer is 

Continued on page 32
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RESIDENTIAL OIL SPILLS A MESSY BUSINESS 
WRITTEN BY DINU MATEI M.SC., P.ENG. CONSULTING FORENSIC ENGINEER

assigned to the claim, those pictures can also 
be worth a lot of money.

You never know what will be relevant to the 
investigation down the road. For instance, 
a nearby flowerbed could explain external 
corrosion of the tank; an improper foundation 
could explain why the tank tipped over; lack of 
protection from falling ice could explain why the 
shut off valve was cracked; and lack of protection 
from vehicular movement (if required) could 
explain why the tank was damaged when the 
area was snow plowed.

While it’s obviously important to identify the 
cause of the failure, it can be even more 
important to identify any code violations that 
were present in the oil tank installation at the 
time of the loss. This can lead to liability against 
parties who should have seen the deficiencies 
and taken the appropriate steps to either correct 
them or condemn the installation. After all, a 
tank taken out of service can’t leak.

MAINTAIN CHAIN OF CUSTODY

It is very unlikely that the fuel oil installation (fuel 
oil tank) will be examined on site by all parties 
involved, so it’s critical that you maintain chain of 
custody. Once the site is released by the TSSA, 
and following preliminary site examination, the 
tank will eventually be removed and sent to 
an off-site location, or independent laboratory, 
for any future joint destructive examination. 
It is recommended that the chain of custody 
document clearly indicate the date, the 
manufacturer and serial number of the fuel 
oil tank, as well as the names of people and 
companies who handled the tank after the 
incident. This is to expel any debate around 

spoliation of evidence that may arise in the 
future.

SUBROGATION STRATEGY

Your goal is to make sure that every dollar you 
spend on an oil spill claim is recoverable. Although 
there are many parties involved in an oil spill, it 
is important to know that one significant driving 
gear in the complex subrogation machine, and 
one that can help you by providing an unbiased 
opinion, is a qualified Forensic Engineer.

DINU MATEI, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Consulting Forensic Engineer

Dinu is a licensed professional engineer and designated 
consulting engineer, specializing in metallurgical, 
materials and mechanical failure analysis. With more than 
20 years of industry experience, Dinu has been involved 
in over 1,000 failure investigations of various metallic 
and non-metallic components, 23 projects leading to the 
development of new materials and processes, and is a 
qualified expert witness in Manitoba civil court.


